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Estimation-Theoretic Approach to Delayed
Decoding of Predictively Encoded
Video Sequences
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Abstract— Current video coders employ predictive coding with
motion compensation to exploit temporal redundancies in the
signal. In particular, blocks along a motion trajectory are
modeled as an auto-regressive (AR) process, and it is generally
assumed that the prediction errors are temporally independent
and approximate the innovations of this process. Thus, zerodelay encoding and decoding is considered efficient. This paper
is premised on the largely ignored fact that these prediction errors
are, in fact, temporally dependent due to quantization effects in
the prediction loop. It presents an estimation-theoretic delayed
decoding scheme, which exploits information from future frames
to improve the reconstruction quality of the current frame. In
contrast to the standard decoder that reproduces every block
instantaneously once the corresponding quantization indices of
residues are available, the proposed delayed decoder efficiently
combines all accessible (including any future) information in
an appropriately derived probability density function, to obtain
the optimal delayed reconstruction per transform coefficient.
Experiments demonstrate significant gains over the standard
decoder. Requisite information about the source AR model is
estimated in a spatio-temporally adaptive manner from a bitstream conforming to the H.264/AVC standard, i.e., no side
information needs to be sent to the decoder in order to employ
the proposed approach, thereby compatibility with the standard
syntax and existing encoders is retained.
Index Terms— Delayed decoding, differential pulse code
modulation, estimation-theoretic prediction, motion trajectory,
predictive coding.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE EARLY approaches to predictive coding focused
on differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) [1]–[4].
Predictive coding was subsumed in video coders in the
form of motion-compensated prediction [5]. The efficacy of
such schemes in achieving considerable compression gains is
premised on the assumption that blocks of the video signal
along a motion trajectory form an auto-regressive source,
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Fig. 1. Prototype DPCM codec for an AR sequence {xn } composed of
zero-mean and real-valued random variables.

where the temporal redundancy can be largely removed by
predicting the present samples from prior reconstructions, thus
only the residuals are coded as innovative information to
the decoder. While the emphasis of this paper is on video
compression, let us start by considering the simpler case of a
generic first order stationary auto-regressive (AR) process {x n }
that consists of a sequence of zero-mean, real-valued random
variables satisfying the recursion
x n = ρx n−1 + z n

(1)

where ρ is the correlation coefficient of consecutive samples, and the driving innovation variables denoted by {z n }
are independent and identically distributed with probability
density function p Z (z). A DPCM encoder (Fig. 1) generates
a prediction x̃ n , based on previously reconstructed samples,
and subtracts it from the current sample x n to produce the
prediction error en , which is then quantized into an index i n
of the codebook, which is entropy coded and transmitted to
the decoder. The reconstruction of x n is x̂ n = x̃ n + ên , where
ên is the reconstruction of the prediction error indexed by i n .
At high bit-rates, x̂ n−1 ≈ x n−1 , and the optimal predictor is
x̃ n = ρ x̂ n−1 . This form of predictor is often used at medium
and low bit-rates as well. In the AR source model, x n is correlated with preceding samples, and independent of subsequent
innovations, {z l }l>n . At high bit-rates, the prediction error
en ≈ z n , hence {i n } are approximately i.i.d.. In this case, future
quantization indices {i l }l>n convey no additional information
on the current sample x n . In the practical, limited bit-rate
scenarios, however, the reconstruction error of x̂ n−1 affects the
prediction loop and introduces correlations between prediction
errors {en }, and correspondingly {i n }. Therefore, future indices
indeed contain information about x n and could potentially be
used to improve its reconstruction at the decoder. Naturally
this would entail decoding delay.
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Modern video coding schemes such as H.264/AVC [5]
employ DPCM in the form of inter-frame predictive coding to
exploit temporal redundancy in the video sequences. Typically,
an encoder partitions a frame into an array of blocks, and
predicts each of them using motion compensated reference
blocks from previously reconstructed frames.1 The prediction residuals are spatially transformed by a 2-D discrete
cosine transform (DCT), whose coefficients are then quantized
and entropy coded. Upon receiving the motion information
and quantized transform coefficients, the decoder applies an
inverse transform to reproduce the residuals, adds them to
the motion-compensated prediction, and thereby reconstructs
the block. Making abstraction of the spatial transform, the
similarity with DPCM is evident. Hence it becomes obvious
that information about future frames could be employed to
enhance the reconstruction quality of the current frame. In
particular, whenever decoding delay is acceptable, motion
vectors of future frames can potentially be used to extend the
motion trajectory of every block in the current frame, and the
coded information of future blocks will then be exploited to
improve the reconstruction of the current frame.
In the context of DPCM, decoding delay has been previously considered in [6] and [7], both of which apply filtering to
‘smooth’ the output of a typical DPCM, {x̂ n }, with a suitable
non-causal post-filter. More recently, an estimation-theoretic
(ET) approach was developed by our group in [8], which effectively accounts for all the information available to a DPCM
decoder, at a given decoding delay, in an appropriately derived
conditional expectation framework, for optimal reconstruction.
Central to that ET approach was the postulate that the true
value of each sample in the sequence {x n } must reside in an
interval determined by the quantizer index. It was shown to
substantially outperform the smoothing methods of [6] and
[7], and provided evidence for significant gains achievable
by delayed decoding, which motivate the delayed decoder for
video signals proposed herein. We note that this approach,
in light of combining temporal correlation with quantization
information, drew inspiration from an approach to optimal
prediction in scalable video coding developed earlier by our
group in [9].
Unlike the case of the synthetic scalar AR model, however, major challenges arise in video decoding due to the
combination of motion compensated prediction and spatial
transformation. In particular, while only on-grid blocks of
pixels are coded, the reference blocks are potentially off-grid
(i.e., they might not have been coded as separate blocks in
previous and future frames). Furthermore, the quantization is
performed in the transform domain per each on-grid block,
which implies that the quantizer intervals of samples in the
sequence, as required by the ET approach in [8], are not
directly accessible. To overcome such difficulties, we propose
a video decoding scheme that constructs a motion trajectory
for each on-grid block in the current frame, going from
prior frames into future ones, and calculates the probability

density function (pdf), per transform coefficient, conditioned
on information from subsequent blocks lying on the same
motion trajectory, in addition to the current quantizer interval.
The optimal reconstruction of the transform coefficient is then
obtained as the appropriate conditional expectation. Keeping
in mind the complexity concerns of video decoding, practical
design strategies and critical modifications to the generic ET
approach of [8] will also be discussed.
Highly relevant prior work includes preprocessing operations proposed in [10]–[12], which incorporated encoder delay
to exploit correlation with future frames, using motion compensated temporal filters. A related approach was developed,
in conjunction with spatial filter, as a postprocessing algorithm
to reduce blocking artifacts and mosquito noise for DCTbased video/image coder [13], and was applied to subband
filtering [14]. We note that unlike the long understood blocking
artifacts and mosquito noise caused by spatial transform
coding, the artifacts effectively addressed by the delayed
video decoding scheme proposed herein are mainly due to
temporal predictive coding, which have become the focus
of recent studies of video quality assessment [15]– [17]. An
analytic quantitative characterization of the trade-off between
performance and decoding latency for the special case of scalar
Gauss-Markov sources was derived in [18], where the potential
gains of delayed decoding were analyzed from an informationtheoretic perspective. It is noteworthy that the pdf of the
temporal innovations in video sequences are better modeled
by Laplacian process [19]–[23]. In our implementation of the
proposed ET delayed video decoder, the Laplacian assumption
was adopted and the corresponding parameters were learned
from the coded bit-stream in accordance with H.264/AVC
standard, i.e., compatibility with the standard syntax and
existing encoders is retained. Some of our preliminary results
under simplified assumptions were reported in [24] to validate
the potential benefits of delayed decoding, where the motion
compensation was performed at full pixel accuracy, a singleframe decoding delay was supported, and a spatially stationary
model for video signal was assumed, i.e., the Laplacian
parameters were fixed per frame, while ignoring statistical
variations across motion trajectories. The proposed scheme in
this paper eschews such limitations by employing techniques
including an enhanced motion trajectory construction method,
a spatio-temporally adaptive model estimate, and a recursive
frame refinement approach for multi-frame decoding delay.
We note that while the proposed approach was implemented
in H.264/AVC reference framework to demonstrate its efficacy,
the basic principle is generally applicable to other motion
compensated predictive video codecs, such as VP8 [25] and
HEVC [26].

1 Prediction from available reconstructed boundary pixels in the same frame,
i.e., Intra-mode, is also an option in most video codecs, but inter-mode
generally offers better compression and is most frequently selected by the
encoder [5].

II. G ENERIC ET D ELAYED D ECODING FOR
S CALAR DPCM
We briefly review the ET delayed decoding approach proposed in [8], in light of the first order AR process (1) and the
DPCM scheme described in Sec. I. The mean squared error
(MSE) is employed as the distortion metric throughout this
paper. Hence, the optimal reconstruction of the sample x n ,
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given all the information available to the decoder for a fixed
decoding delay L, i.e., indices {i l }l≤n+L , is the minimum MSE
estimate
(2)
x̂ n∗ = E[x n |{i l }l≤n+L ]
the expectation over the conditional pdf p(x n |{i l }l≤n+L ), the
derivation of which is considered next. We use the streamlined
notation p(·) to denote any pdf or probabilities, and add
a subscript when the interpretation is not obvious from the
context.
Let the quantization index i point to a quantizer interval
[a(i ), b(i )). Thus, at time l the index i l along with the
prediction x̃l (= ρ x̂l−1 ) determine an interval Il = [x̃l + a(i l ),
x̃l + b(i l )), in which the true value of xl must reside. The
statement {xl ∈ Il |l ≤ n} effectively captures all the information provided by the indices {i l }l≤n to the DPCM decoder
of Fig. 1. The conditional pdf p(x n |{i l }l≤n+L ) can then be
written as (see Appendix I for proof)
p(x n |{i l }l≤n+L ) = p(x n |{Il }l≤n+L )

p(x |{I } ) p({I }
|x
=



In

0,

n l l<n
l n<l≤n+L n )
,
p(x n |{Il }l<n ) p({Il }n<l≤n+L |x n )d x n

x n ∈ In
otherwise.

(3)

In the interest of notational brevity, in the above equations
(and elsewhere when such meaning is obvious) the symbol
Il has been abused to denote the event {xl ∈ Il }. Therefore
p(x n |{Il }l≤n ) is the pdf of x n conditioned on all information
provided by the quantization indices {i l }l≤n up to the current
time instance n, the expectation over which provides the optimal non-delayed estimate of x n . The optimal delayed decoder
further weights it with p({Il }n<l≤n+L |x n ), representing the
conditional probability of the known future outcomes given
x n , to produce the composite pdf p(x n |{Il }l≤n+L ) in (3). Note
that (3) incorporates all the known information up to a fixed
delay L.
Two recursions are employed to obtain the requisite conditional probabilities used in (3) [8]. One recursion updates
the causal pdf p(x n−1 |{Il }l≤n−1 ) employed at time instance
(n − 1), to the corresponding pdf p(x n |{Il }l≤n ) at time n,
namely the forward recursion. In particular, the pdf of x n
conditioned on all pri or information, {Il }l≤n−1 , is obtained
by applying the total probability theorem

p(x n , x n−1 |{Il }l≤n−1 )d x n−1
p(x n |{Il }l≤n−1 ) =
In−1

=
p(x n |x n−1 , {Il }l≤n−1 ) p(x n−1 |{Il }l≤n−1 )d x n−1
In−1

=
p Z (x n − ρx n−1 ) p(x n−1 |{Il }l≤n−1 )d x n−1
(4)
In−1

where the third equality exploits the Markov property of (1).
The current interval In additionally specifies a range that x n
must lie in. Thus, incorporating In further refines the above
pdf of x n as

 p(x n |{Il }l≤n−1 )
,
x n ∈ In
In p(x n |{Il }l≤n−1 )d x n
(5)
p(x n |{Il }l≤n ) =
0,
otherwise
which completes the forward recursion of p(x n |{Il }l≤n ) from
p(x n−1 |{Il }l≤n−1 ).
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A second recursion yields the conditional probability
p({Il }n<l≤n+L |x n ) of the L future intervals, given the value
of x n . Given the probability p({Il }n+m<l≤n+L |x n+m ) of future
quantization intervals {Il }n+m<l≤n+L conditioned on x n+m ,
where m < L, the probability p({Il }n+m−1<l≤n+L |x n+m−1 )
can be derived via applying Markov property of (1) as (see
Appendix II for proof)
|x
)
p({I }
 l n+m−1<l≤n+L n+m−1
p({Il }n+m<l≤n+L |x n+m ) ·
=
In+m

p Z (x n+m − ρx n+m−1 )d x n+m .
Initializing

(6)



p(In+L |x n+L−1 ) =

p Z (x n+L − ρx n+L−1 )d x n+L
In+L

the above recursive equation can be applied L − 1 times
to obtain the requisite probability p({Il }n<l≤n+L |x n ) of the
known future outcomes conditioned on x n , and is henceforth referred to as backward recursion. These two recursions, together with (3) and (2), provide the optimal reconstruction x̂ n∗ , given L future quantization intervals. This ET
delayed decoding approach for DPCM was experimentally
demonstrated in [8] to substantially outperform other existing
filtering-based methods, in various settings of synthetic scalar
source models.
III. ET D ELAYED D ECODING OF C OMPRESSED V IDEO :
F ROM T HEORY TO P RACTICE
The efficacy of the ET delayed decoding approach for
scalar DPCM motivates our proposed ET video decoder, which
exploits future frame information (up to a certain delay) to
enhance the reconstruction quality of the current frame. In
this section, we present several critical modifications to the
generic ET delayed decoding algorithm and the proposed
complementary techniques, so as to overcome the intricacies
due to the interaction of temporal prediction with spatial
transform coding, prevalent in current standard video coding
schemes [5]. For simplicity, we start by considering a video
decoder with single-frame delay. The extension to incorporate
multi-frame delay will be discussed in Sec. IV.
A. Motion Trajectory Construction
Delayed decoding of a block in the current frame requires
reference blocks (both past and future) that lie on the same
motion trajectory. Information on the statistics of the underlying AR process can then be exploited. Let on-grid block B
in Fig. 2 be a block of interest in (the current) frame n. The
motion vector of B points to the reference block A, in frame
n − 1, which is the predecessor of B in the AR process. The
subsequent block C in this process, in frame n + 1, also needs
to be identified. Note that since decoding delay is allowed,
the motion vectors of frame n + 1 are available and can, in
principle, be reversed to obtain future blocks in the regular
non-delayed reconstruction of frame n + 1, relevant to the
current block of interest in frame n.
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A

Frame n − 1

B

Frame n

C

Frame n + 1

Fig. 2. Motion trajectory construction: blocks A, B, and C form a sequence
in the underlying AR process. They are identified as a sequence using motion
vectors available in the compressed video bit-stream.

Complications, however, arise as motion vectors are only
assigned to on-grid blocks which are positioned on the prescribed grid dividing the frame into 4 × 4 blocks. Hence,
the motion vectors of frame n + 1 map its on-grid blocks to
corresponding (potentially off-grid) reference blocks in frame
n, while what the proposed algorithm requires is a mapping
from on-grid blocks in frame n to blocks in frame n + 1.
This problem is resolved as follows: the motion vector of
that on-grid block in frame n + 1, whose motion-compensated
reference block (located in frame n and potentially off-grid)
maximally overlaps the current on-grid block of interest in
frame n, is chosen. This motion vector is then reversed and
applied to the on-grid block in frame n. This is illustrated in
Fig. 2. The block bounded by dashed lines in frame n, which
serves as reference for the gray-shaded on-grid block of frame
n + 1, is found to maximally overlap block B which is the ongrid block of interest in frame n. The motion vector associated
with the gray-shaded block in frame n + 1 is hence reversed
and, given the position of block B, provides the location of
the required future block C in frame n + 1. This process of
reversing already available motion vectors of the next frame,
and applying them to on-grid blocks of the current frame, is a
fast, low complexity alternative to a complete motion search
to find a block in the reconstruction of the next frame that
most resembles block B.
In our implementation, the decoder goes through the motion
vectors of frame n + 1 and hence the motion compensated
reference blocks located in frame n, evaluates their overlapping areas with on-grid blocks in frame n at quarterpixel resolution, and updates the maximum overlapping area
(MOA) and the corresponding motion vector, both of which
are maintained per on-grid block in frame n, all during
the initial stage of decoding process. Whenever the MOA
of an inter-coded block of the current frame is larger than
half block area (e.g., 128 for a 4 × 4 block at quarterpixel resolution), this block will be marked as ready for ET
delayed decoding. For inter-coded blocks with insufficient
MOA, a second round of motion search that involves block
matching is employed to find their temporal references in
frame n + 1. A maximum absolute difference value is preset
to threshold the eligibility of reference blocks in the next
frame for motion trajectory reconstruction. This operation
increases the availability of future reference and extends the
applicability of ET delayed decoding to more current blocks,
at the expense of an increment in decoding complexity. We

note from experiments that this increment is moderate, since
typically the majority of the current blocks have sufficient
MOAs, and hence circumvent the need for motion search. For
intra-coded blocks, the decoder performs standard non-delayed
reconstruction.
B. Transform Domain Operation
In standard inter-frame coding mode, a block B (of original
pixels) is predicted by A (from previously reconstructed frame
n − 1) to generate residual pixels, which are then transformed
via a 2-D DCT to further remove the remaining spatial redundancy; and the resulting transform coefficients are quantized
and entropy coded. Clearly, a DPCM scheme is effectively
embedded in the system. However, a major difficulty arises
in applying the ET delayed decoding of [8] to the pixel
sequences along the temporal direction, since the quantization
intervals that play a central role in this ET approach are
available only in the transform domain. To circumvent this
difficulty, an alternative perspective is adopted in this work,
which models the transform coefficients of blocks on a given
motion trajectory via an AR process per frequency. Due to the
decorrelation property of DCT, this essentially decomposes
the block sequence into a set of nearly uncorrelated scalar
AR sequences, hence estimation can be performed separately
for each frequency to exploit the quantization information
readily available therein. We emphasize that while motion
compensated prediction can be equivalently performed in
either transform or pixel domain, the quantization, which is
a highly non-linear operation, cannot be simply mapped into
some equivalent pixel domain operation.
C. Statistical Model Estimation
Following the discussion in Sec. III-B, the evolution of
transform coefficients along the motion trajectory is modeled
by the AR process of (1), with x n denoting a coefficient at
a specific frequency in the current block, and x n−1 denoting
the corresponding reference block coefficient at the same
frequency, located in the previous frame. Much study has been
devoted to establishing the probability distribution p Z (z n )
of the innovation term z n , e.g., [19]– [23]. It is commonly
recognized that this density is well approximated by the zeromean Laplacian distribution
λ −λ|zn |
e
(7)
2
whose statistical characteristics are determined by the model
parameter λ. The maximum likelihood estimate of λ, given
outcomes z 0 , . . . , z N−1 of N independent draws of the random
variable Z , is
N
λ M L =  N−1
.
(8)
i=0 |z i |
p Z (z n ) =

Ideally, one would need to obtain the innovations of each
motion trajectory, per frequency, from the original video
signal, and substitute in (8) to estimate the corresponding
Laplacian parameter. However, this approach involves a significant amount of side information. This can be avoided by
instead estimating λ from information already available in
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A1

C0
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A3

C2

C3

Frame n − 1
Fig. 3.

C

Frame n + 1

Off-grid reference block overlaps up to four on-grid blocks.

the standard compatibly compressed video stream. Specifically, the encoded bit-stream contains the information needed
to determine the reconstructed prediction errors of transform coefficients, which approximate the innovations of the
transform domain AR processes. We hence propose a lowcomplexity approach that performs spatio-temporally adaptive
estimation of the model parameter from the compressed bitstream, and thereby accounts for statistical variations across
the motion trajectories, from the compressed bit-stream.
A frame buffer is allocated for each decoded picture frame
to store the mean absolute values of reconstructed prediction
residuals of on-grid block transform coefficients. Let r̄nB,m
denote this accumulative value of prediction residual at frequency m in block B of frame n. The reconstructed prediction
residual is denoted by r̂nB,m . Consider the computation of r̄nB,m ,
at time instance n (Fig. 2). The decoder locates, in frame n−1,
the positions of on-grid blocks {Ai } that overlaps reference
block A (Fig. 3), whose mean absolute values of prediction
Ai ,m
residuals at frequency m are known as {r̄n−1
}. Similarly, the
on-grid blocks of frame n + 1 overlapping reference block C
are identified as {Ci }, the reconstructed residuals of which are
C i ,m
}. The value of r̄nB,m is calculated by
{r̂n+1

 3
3
1  Ai ,m  Ci ,m
B,m
B,m
(9)
r̄n−1 +
r̂n+1 + r̂n
r̄n =
9
i=0

i=0

which effectively averages the prediction residuals along the
same motion trajectory from past, current, and future frames.
The model parameter is thus computed by
λnB,m =

1
r̄nB,m

.

(10)

We note that other more complicated algorithms (e.g., along
the lines of [27]) may provide more precise estimation of the
model parameter, at the expense of significant increment in
decoding complexity.
D. Approximate ET Approach for Video Decoding With
Single-Frame Delay
Having established the statistical model of temporal predictive coding in transform domain, we are now ready to apply
to video decoding an ET delayed decoding approach that is
compatible with the standard syntax. We restrict our discussion
to the case of single frame latency in this section. An extension
to incorporate multi-frame decoding delay will be considered
in Sec. IV.
Consider the AR process {x n } of transform coefficients
of one particular frequency along a motion trajectory. It is
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evident from (3) that optimal delayed decoding involves the
pdf p(x n |{Il }l≤n ) of the transform coefficient in the current
block, which is conditioned not only on the current interval
In , but also {Il }l<n corresponding to the same spatial frequency
in all preceding blocks along the motion trajectory. Since
the encoder transforms the prediction residuals of on-grid
blocks, quantizes these transform coefficients, and encodes the
resulting indices, the current interval In is readily available
from the bit-stream. But this is generally not the case for the
prior intervals {Il }l<n . Suppose the x n of interest belongs to
the block B in frame n of Fig. 2. Its preceding block A is
not necessarily seated on the grid of frame n − 1, and hence
is not exactly the block that was transformed and coded as
part of the bit-stream for that frame. Thus, the interval In−1
is not available to the decoder. This is in general the case
with other prior intervals as well. The issue is resolved by
approximating x n−1 ≈ x̂ n−1 , replacing the interval In−1 with
x n−1 (i.e, the DPCM decoder estimate of the sample x n−1 is
assumed accurate, and uncertainty about x n−1 due to lossy
quantization is neglected), and then appealing to the Markov
property of the AR process to simplify (5) as

 p Z (x n −x̂ n−1 )
,
x n ∈ In
In p Z (x n − x̂ n−1 )d x n
p(x n |{Il }l≤n ) ≈
(11)
0,
otherwise
i.e., the intervals {Il }l≤n−1 do not provide any additional information about x n when x n−1 is exactly known. In the above
equation, the common assumption in motion compensated
prediction that ρ ≈ 1 is implicit.
The second requirement in (3) is the probability p(In+1 |x n )
of interval In+1 in the next frame conditioned on x n . A similar
alignment problem is encountered here: the subsequent block
is potentially off-grid in frame n + 1, and thus the interval
In+1 might not be known to the decoder. This necessitates a
second approximation. Note that the location of this block is
already determined by the motion trajectory construction of
Sec. III-A, and the regular standard decoder provides a coarse
estimate of the pixels in this block. Transformation can now be
applied to this pixel block. Denote x̂ n+1 as the resulting transform coefficient at the same frequency as x n . Hypothetically, if
the interval In+1 in which the true value of xn+1 resides was
known, then the probability p(In+1 |x n ) = In+1 p Z (x n+1 −
ρx n )d x n+1 . Since the interval In+1 is unknown, we approximate
 x̂n+1 + 
2
p Z (x n+1 − ρx n )d x n+1
p(In+1 |x n ) ≈
x̂ n+1 − 
2

≈ p Z (x̂ n+1 − x n )

(12)

with recourse to the assumption that the true value of x n+1
lies within an interval of length  around the coarse estimate
x̂ n+1 , with its pdf conditioned on x n nearly uniform on that
interval, which is indeed the case at high bit-rates [28].
We note that while it will be experimentally demonstrated that such approximations provides significant gains
as anticipated by the original ET algorithm of [8], a certain
performance penalty would be introduced due to the use
of future and past sample reconstructions instead of actual
intervals, especially at low bit-rates, where the approximation
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x n−1 ≈ x̂ n−1 and the high resolution quantizer assumption
[28] employed in (11) and (12), respectively, are less precise.
Such potential loss of optimality due to lack of access to exact
future and past quantization intervals will be quantitatively
evaluated in Sec. V.
Applying (11) and (12) to (3), one obtains
p(x n |{Il }l≤n+1 )

p(x


=

In


≈

n |{Il }l<n ) p(In+1 |x n )
,
p(x n |{Il }l<n ) p(In+1 |x n )d x n

0,

In

0,

W ITH S INGLE -F RAME D ELAY
Functional Unit

H.264/AVC Decoder

ET Delayed Decoder

Forward DCT

0

2

Inverse DCT

1

1

Generating Reference Block

1

2

x n ∈ In
otherwise

p Z (x n −x̂ n−1 ) p Z ( x̂ n+1 −x n )
,
p Z (x n −x̂ n−1 ) p Z ( x̂ n+1 −x n )d x n

TABLE I
D ECODING C OMPUTATIONAL C OMPLEXITY P ER B LOCK

x n ∈ In
otherwise.

(13)

Consequently, the optimal delayed reconstruction of x n can
be computed via (2). This procedure is performed for all
transform coefficients in the current block, followed by the
inverse transform to produce the pixel domain reconstruction.
In our implementation, (2) is calculated as

I x n p(x n |{Il }l≤n+1 )d x n
E[x n |{Il }l≤n+1 ] = n
In p(x n |{Il }l≤n+1 )d x n

I x n p Z (x n − x̂ n−1 ) p Z ( x̂ n+1 − x n )d x n
≈ n
In p Z (x n − x̂ n−1 ) p Z ( x̂ n+1 − x n )d x n

I  z n p Z (z n ) p Z ( x̂ n+1 − x̂ n−1 − z n )dz n
= x̂ n−1 + n
(14)
I  p Z (z n ) p Z ( x̂ n+1 − x̂ n−1 − z n )dz n
n

where the approximation follows (13) and Il = [a(i l ), b(i l )),
which is equivalent to shifting the interval Il to the left by
x̂ n−1 . This is equivalent to centering the proposed ET framework around the previously reconstructed reference x̂ n−1 , and
estimating the innovation related to it. Although mathematically equivalent to (2), the variant of (14) applies the ET
approach to the innovation, instead of the AR process, and
offers the advantage that the dynamic range of the intermediate
computations is significantly reduced, thus requiring lower
precision in hardware design to achieve the same numerical
accuracy.
We summarize the reconstruction process of frame n by the
proposed ET video decoder with single-frame delay as follows:
1) Decode as regular standard decoder does up to frame
n + 1.
2) Construct the motion trajectory as described in
Sec. III-A, estimate the model parameters, and obtain
x̂ n−1 and x̂ n+1 from regular reconstructions of the previous and subsequent frames, respectively.
3) Perform ET delayed decoding as given by (11)–(14)
for each transform coefficient of every on-grid block in
frame n, and employ inverse transform to produce the
pixel domain representation.
4) Apply (optionally) normal spatial deblocking filter to
the refined reconstruction of frame n to further remove
blocking artifacts due to transform coding.
To provide an idea that is independent of processor or implementation, we indicate the complexity in terms of basic video
coding modules, namely, block transformation and motion
compensated reference generation, in Table I. We emphasize

that the motion trajectory construction described in Sec. III-A
makes the generation of reference blocks in future frames a
low complexity operation, and completely circumvents the
high complexity of standard motion estimation. It is also
noteworthy that the construction enables parallelization of the
additional computation in practical implementations.
IV. M ULTI -F RAME D ELAYED D ECODING
The backward recursion (6) of the generic ET delayed
decoding allows exploitation of multiple future intervals,
which is experimentally shown in [8] to provide additional
performance gains for typical scalar AR sources. Future
intervals are not directly available in video decoding, due
to the problem of off-grid blocks as discussed in Sec. III,
and the proposed ET video decoder in the single-frame delay
setting already employs the reconstruction of future samples
in (12) and (13) to approximate (3). Following the high
resolution analysis of [28], the accuracy of this approximation
largely depends on how closely a decoded future sample
approximates its original value. Note that single-frame delayed
decoding provides a refined reconstruction of each frame
it is applied to, for instance, the reconstruction of frame
n + 1 is refined by using information from frame n + 2. The
improved reconstruction of frame n + 1 can now be employed
in a second instance of single-frame delayed decoding to
refine the reconstruction of frame n. Thus, this second round
of delayed-decoding improves the reconstruction of frame
n beyond the single-frame delayed decoding, by effectively
using information from both frame n + 1 and n + 2. Therefore,
the single-frame delayed decoding approach of Sec. III can
be recursively employed to implement multi-frame delayed
decoding.
In particular, consider rebuilding frame n with L-frame
latency. The decoder starts with regular non-delayed decoding
up to frame n + L. It then runs single-frame delayed decoding
to refine the reconstruction of transform coefficients of on-grid
blocks in frame n + L −1, by using their quantization intervals
and the corresponding reference from zero-delay reconstructions in frames n + L − 2 and n + L. The refined transform
coefficients of frame n+L−1 are inversely transformed to produce the refined pixel domain representation of frame n+L−1.
This improved pixel domain version of frame n + L −1 implies
improved estimates of transform coefficients of both on-grid
and off-grid blocks of the frame, which are now employed as
future reference reconstructions by a second instance of singleframe delayed decoding to improve the reconstruction of frame
n + L − 2. The decoder recursively performs this procedure L
times, which successively enhances the reconstruction quality
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Frame n − 1

n

n+1

n+2

DD-1

relative PSNR gains (dB)

1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
original ET−DD−1
original ET−DD−3
approximate ET−DD−1
approximate ET−DD−3

0.4
0.2

DD-2
0.2

of future frames from n + L − 1 to n + 1, and finally generates
frame n where the future reference frame incorporates all
accessible information up to frame n + L. Naturally this entails
an increase in the decoder complexity by a factor of L. The ET
video decoding process with two-frame latency is depicted in
Fig. 4.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS

0.6
0.8
1
1.2
bit rate (bits/sample)

1.4

Fig. 5. Relative performance gains on synthetic data: scalar sequence forms
a zero-mean AR process of correlation coefficient 0.95, whose innovations are
i.i.d. with Laplacian pdf of unit variance. A dead-zone quantizer is employed
to encode the sequence. The decoding performance of the original ET
algorithm [8] and the approximate approach of Section III-D, which employs
the reconstructions of previous and future samples, instead of the exact
quantization intervals, is evaluated in terms of gains over the conventional
nondelayed decoder.
43
42
41
PSNR (dB)

Fig. 4. ET video decoder with two-frame decoding delay: to estimate frame n,
the decoder starts with regular decoding of the sequence up to frame n +
2. It then performs single-frame delayed decoding of frame n + 1, given
its quantization intervals and the initially reconstructed reference frame n
and n + 2, during stage DD-1. The refined reconstruction of frame n + 1 is
then employed in stage DD-2, together with frame n − 1 and the intervals
of frame n, to rebuild frame n in a second single-frame delayed decoding
framework.

0.4

40
39
38
37

A. Results With a Synthetic Source

36

We start with considering the performance of ET delayed
decoding with a synthetic source model. Since a video decoder
generally does not have access to the exact past and future
quantization intervals, due to the interaction of motion compensation and spatial transform coding, the approximations of
Sec. III-D are necessitated by the setting of video decoding.
We first evaluate the typical loss due to such approximations
in the context of a synthetic scalar AR model, and the DPCM
setting of Fig. 1. Here the decoder does have access to all the
quantization information about past and future samples, which
enables the performance comparison of ET delayed decoding
with and without using the exact quantization intervals. The
zero-mean AR process is defined according to (1), where the
driving innovation terms are i.i.d. Laplacian random variables
of unit variance. A uniform threshold quantizer with a central
dead-zone [20] is employed to encode the sequence. The rate
is calculated as the first order entropy of the quantizer indices.
Results compare the performance of the original ET delayed
decoding and its approximate variant presented in Sec. III-D
(and in Sec. IV for multiple samples delay) at decoding latency
of one and three samples, denoted by ET-DD-1 and ET-DD-3,
respectively. The performance is evaluated in terms of the
reconstruction PSNR gains in d B relative to the conventional
non-delayed decoder as depicted in Fig. 5. Clearly, both the
original and approximate approaches attain superior decoding
quality over non-delayed decoder, by exploiting future coding
information. Both schemes achieve benefits from multiple

35
200

H.264/AVC Decoder
proposed ET Delayed Decoder
300

400
500
600
bit−rate (kbit/s)

700

800

Fig. 6.
Performance comparison of standard H.264/AVC decoder, and
the proposed ET delayed decoder on test sequence coastguard at QC I F
resolution. A three-frame playback delay is used by the ET decoder.

future samples for additional performance gains, on top of
those due to the use of single future sample. As expected in
Sec. III-D, the gap between the original ET delayed decoder
and its approximate variant proposed herein, i.e., the loss of
optimality, is more pronounced at low bit-rates and tends to
vanish at high bit-rates.
B. Results With Predictively Encoded Video Sequences
The proposed ET delayed decoder was then implemented
within the H.264/AVC reference framework JM 16.2 for predictively encoded video sequences. The test video sequences
were coded in I P P P format at 30 f ps by the standard recommended encoder operating at the extended profile, employing
regular quarter-pixel motion search for inter frame prediction, single reference frame for motion compensation, deadzone quantizers to the residuals, and context-based adaptive
binary arithmetic coder for syntax elements. Two transform
dimensions (4 × 4 and 8 × 8) were allowed. All encoding
decisions, including intra-/inter-mode, macroblock partition
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TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON OF S TANDARD H.264/AVC D ECODER AND

43

THE

42
PSNR (dB)

P ROPOSED ET D ELAYED D ECODER FOR S EQUENCES AT CIF

R ESOLUTION . A LL T EST S EQUENCES A RE E NCODED BY R EGULAR
S TANDARD R ECOMMENDED E NCODER AT E XTENDED P ROFILE
C ONFIGURATIONS . T HE P ROPOSED ET D ECODERS O PERATE AT

41

S INGLE -F RAME , AND T HREE -F RAME P LAYBACK D ELAYS ,
D ENOTED BY ET-DD-1 AND ET-DD-3, R ESPECTIVELY

40

Test Sequence

39
2000

2500

3000
3500
bit−rate (kbit/s)

4000

4500

Fig. 7. Performance comparison of standard H.264/AVC decoder, and the
proposed ET delayed decoder on test sequence sheri f f at S D resolution.
A three-frame playback delay is used by the ET decoder.

harbour

3580
2264
1800
1400

40.90
37.55
36.15
34.67

41.19
37.90
36.50
35.04

41.27
37.98
36.58
35.13

city

1950
1086
834
622

41.27
38.15
36.83
35.46

41.57
38.43
37.08
35.69

41.72
38.57
37.21
35.78

bridge-close

2320
1640
1100
796

41.12
39.72
38.09
36.89

41.41
40.02
38.40
37.16

41.54
40.14
38.49
37.23

water f all

1466
1080
760
568

41.42
39.96
38.23
37.01

41.84
40.35
38.61
37.30

41.99
40.50
38.76
37.43

soccer

1880
1500
1140
910

41.76
40.38
38.76
36.20

42.14
40.72
39.09
36.49

42.24
40.84
39.20
36.57

galleon

1680
1280
946
730

41.49
40.01
38.12
36.63

41.89
40.39
38.46
36.94

42.00
40.50
38.58
37.05

f lower-garden

2360
1528
1210
898

40.11
36.64
35.00
33.20

40.48
37.08
35.47
33.61

40.53
37.17
35.59
33.74

R ESOLUTION . A LL T EST S EQUENCES A RE E NCODED BY R EGULAR
S TANDARD R ECOMMENDED E NCODER AT E XTENDED P ROFILE
C ONFIGURATIONS . T HE P ROPOSED ET D ECODERS O PERATE AT
S INGLE -F RAME , AND T HREE -F RAME P LAYBACK D ELAYS ,
D ENOTED BY ET-DD-1 AND ET-DD-3, R ESPECTIVELY
Test Sequence

Bit Rate
(kbit/s)

Standard
Decoder

PSNR (dB)
ET-DD-1

ET-DD-3

414
250
200
156

42.08
39.18
38.00
36.68

42.46
39.48
38.30
36.97

42.55
39.58
38.40
37.07

container

380
224
126
98

45.27
42.11
39.06
37.76

45.74
42.43
39.24
37.89

45.99
42.56
39.34
37.98

bridge- f ar

334
220
132
75

43.19
42.07
41.04
39.83

43.51
42.43
41.32
40.03

43.64
42.56
41.41
40.10

coastguard

636
502
368
284

40.66
39.07
37.28
35.91

41.46
39.89
38.01
36.62

41.48
39.96
38.14
36.72

suzie

260
200
138
106

42.49
41.16
39.62
38.40

42.84
41.48
39.88
38.63

42.92
41.58
39.96
38.69

f oreman

for motion search, transform block size, etc., were made in
a rate-distortion optimization framework. The quantization
parameters are fixed for encoding the entire sequence, and
varied for each consecutive run to obtain multiple operating
points. The in-loop deblocking filter was activated to remove
blocking artifacts due to spatial transform coding. We note
that our proposed ET delayed decoding effectively addresses
the artifacts due to temporal predictive coding, in a suitably
derived conditional expectation scheme.
The coded bit-stream was decoded by the ET delayed
decoder, which employed the low-complexity adaptive model

PSNR (dB)
ET-DD-1

Standard
Decoder

TABLE II
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON OF S TANDARD H.264/AVC D ECODER AND
THE P ROPOSED ET D ELAYED D ECODER FOR S EQUENCES AT QCIF

Bit Rate
(kbit/s)

H.264/AVC Decoder
proposed ET Delayed Decoder

ET-DD-3

estimation and allowed up to three-frame decoding delay, to
reconstruct the frame sequences. The same bit-stream was
also decoded by the standard H.264/AVC decoder to generate a reconstructed sequence for comparison. We note that
the standard syntax definitions are retained in the proposed
decoding scheme, i.e., any standard compatible bit-stream can
be decoded by the ET delayed decoder for enhanced reconstruction quality. The performance comparison for sequence
coastguar d at QC I F resolution is shown in Fig. 6. Clearly,
the proposed ET delayed decoder achieves consistent gains
over the standard H.264/AVC decoder, across a wide range of
bit rates. Similar performance can be observed for sequence
sheri f f at S D resolution, as shown in Fig. 7.
Tables II-IV presents the performance of ET delayed
decoding over test sequences of spatial resolutions ranging
from QC I F, C I F, to S D, evaluated at typical operational
points. It is worth noting that depending on the characteristics
of video sequences, the operational bit-rate range of interest
may differ quite considerably, e.g., sequences with intense
motion activities tend to require higher bit rates than those
stationary sequences do, in order to attain similar perceptual
reconstruction quality. The ET decoder with single frame
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TABLE IV
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON OF S TANDARD H.264/AVC D ECODER AND
THE P ROPOSED ET D ELAYED D ECODER FOR S EQUENCES AT SD
R ESOLUTION . A LL T EST S EQUENCES A RE E NCODED BY R EGULAR

S TANDARD R ECOMMENDED E NCODER AT E XTENDED P ROFILE
C ONFIGURATIONS . T HE P ROPOSED ET D ECODERS O PERATE AT
S INGLE -F RAME , AND T HREE -F RAME P LAYBACK D ELAYS ,
D ENOTED BY ET-DD-1 AND ET-DD-3, R ESPECTIVELY
Test Sequence

Bit Rate

PSNR (dB)
ET-DD-1

(kbit/s)

Standard
Decoder

stockholm

1316
976
764
586

43.34
41.96
40.78
39.57

43.75
42.32
41.11
39.87

43.89
42.48
41.26
40.03

sheri f f

4500
2400
1806
1310

42.73
39.95
38.75
37.44

43.22
40.42
39.18
37.80

43.33
40.55
39.31
37.93

husky

6430
4816
3750
2840

34.56
32.92
31.62
30.28

34.83
33.19
31.89
30.54

34.96
33.34
32.03
30.68

ET-DD-3

playback latency denoted by ET-DD-1 captures significant
gains over the standard decoder, while further improvements
in reconstruction quality can be achieved by trading off more
latency, i.e., three-frame delay denoted by ET-DD-3 in the
experiments. For perceptual quality comparison, a sample of
reconstructed video clips is available for download at [29].
VI. C ONCLUSION
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Proof : Let us denote {Il }l<n and {Il }n<l≤n+L as
events B and C, respectively. Hence, the conditional pdf
p(x n |{Il }l≤n+L ) can be rewritten as p(x n |B, In , C). The fact
that x n ∈ In refines it as

 p(x n |B,C)
,
x n ∈ In
In p(x n |B,C)d x n
(16)
p(x n |B, In , C) =
0,
otherwise.
Note that the above is equivalent to truncating p(x n |B, C)
by the interval In , and normalizing to obtain a valid pdf. The
Markov property of (1) indicates that given x n , future intervals
{Il }n<l≤n+L are independent of information preceding x n (i.e.,
{Il }l<n )
(17)
p(C|x n , B) = p(C|x n ).
Applying Bayes rule and (17) to p(x n |B, C), we can obtain
p(x n , B, C)
p(B, C)
p(C|x n , B) p(x n , B)
=
p(B, C)
p(C|x n ) p(x n |B)
.
=
p(C|B)

p(x n |B, C) =

(18)

We then consider the denominator term p(C|B) =
p(B, C)/ p(B).
The total probability theorem states that

p(B, C) = In p(x n , B, C)d x n . Therefore

I p(x n , B, C)d x n
p(C|B) = n
p(B)

I p(C|x n ) p(x n , B)d x n
= n
p(B)

p(C|x n ) p(x n |B)d x n .
(19)
=

A novel estimation-theoretic approach for delayed decoding
of video sequences encoded via motion-compensated
In
prediction is proposed. The approach models the temporal
evolution of spatial transform coefficients of video blocks Plugging (19) in (18), one can obtain
along a motion trajectory as an auto-regressive process, which
p(C|x n ) p(x n |B)
.
(20)
p(x n |B, C) = 
is then exploited at the decoder to optimally reconstruct
p(C|x
n ) p(x n |B)d x n
In
transform coefficients in the current frame by combining
corresponding quantization intervals and information from Taking (20) into (16), we have

both past and future frames in a minimum mean squared
 p(C|x n ) p(x n |B)
,
x n ∈ In
error estimator. Computationally efficient construction of the
In p(C|x n ) p(x n |B)d x n
p(x n |{Il }l≤n+L ) =
0,
otherwise
motion trajectory at the decoder is enabled by repurposing
(21)
motion vectors of both current and future frames, already
can
be
indeed
which
implies
that
the
conditional
pdf
of
x
n
available in the bit-stream. The proposed approach adaptively
estimates the model parameters from the regular non-delayed decomposed as
reconstruction and requires no additional side information, p(x |{I }
n l l≤n+L )

thereby retaining compatibility with existing video coding
 p(x n |{Il }l<n ) p({Il }n<l≤n+L |x n )
,
x n ∈ In
standards. Experiments provide evidence of significant
In p(x n |{Il }l<n ) p({Il }n<l≤n+L |x n )d x n
(22)
=
performance gains over the regular non-delayed decoder for
0,
otherwise.
a wide variety of video sequences.
A PPENDIX II
A PPENDIX I
P ROOF OF (6) IN S EC . II
P ROOF OF (3) IN S EC . II
Claim: The probability of {Il }n+m−1<l≤n+L conditioned on
Claim: The pdf of x n conditioned on {Il }l≤n+L can be x n+m−1 can be decomposed as
decomposed as
p({Il }n+m−1<l≤n+L |x n+m−1 )

p(x n |{Il }l≤n+L )

p(x
|{I
}
)
p({I
}
|x
)
p({Il }n+m<l≤n+L |x n+m ) ·
=
n
n
l
l<n
l
n<l≤n+L

,
x n ∈ In
In+m
In p(x n |{Il }l<n ) p({Il }n<l≤n+L |x n )d x n
(15)
=
p Z (x n+m − ρx n+m−1 )d x n+m .
(23)
0,
otherwise.
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Proof : To verify this statement, we rewrite the left side
of (23) as

[15] M. Barkowsky, J. Biakowski, B. Eskofier, R. Bitto, and A. Kaup,
“Temporal trajectory aware video quality measure,” IEEE J. Sel. Topics
Signal Process., vol. 3, no. 2, pp. 266–279, Apr. 2009.
[16] K. Seshadrinathan and A. C. Bovik, “Motion tuned spatio-temporal
quality assessment of natural video,” IEEE Trans. Image Process.,
vol. 19, no. 2, pp. 335–350, Feb. 2010.
[17] A. K. Moorthy and A. C. Bovik, “Efficient video quality assessment
along temporal trajectories,” IEEE Trans. Circuits Syst. Video Technol.,
vol. 20, no. 11, pp. 1653–1658, Nov. 2010.
[18] N. Ma and P. Ishwar, “On delayed sequential coding of correlated
sources,” IEEE Trans. Inf. Theory, vol. 57, no. 6, pp. 3763–3782, Jun.
2011.
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“Statistical analysis of the 2D-DCT coefficients of the differential signal
for images,” Signal Process., Image Commun., vol. 4, pp. 477–488, Nov.
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of predictively encoded video sequences,” in Proc. IEEE Data Compress.
Conf., Mar. 2010, pp. 119–128.
[25] J. Bankoski, P. Wilkins, and Y. Xu, “Technical overview of VP8, an open
source video codec for the web,” in Proc. IEEE Int. Conf. Multimedia
Expo, Jul. 2011, pp. 1–6.
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quadtree structures, leaf merging, and improved techniques for motion
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[27] J. Han, V. Melkote, and K. Rose, “Transform domain temporal prediction
in video coding with spatially adaptive spectral correlations,” in Proc.
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p({Il }n+m−1<l≤n+L |x n+m−1 )
= p(In+m , {Il }n+m<l≤n+L |x n+m−1 )

p(x n+m , {Il }n+m<l≤n+L |x n+m−1 )dxn+m
=

(24)

In+m

applying Markov property of (1) to which results in

p(x n+m , {Il }n+m<l≤n+L |x n+m−1 )dxn+m
In+m

=
p({Il }n+m<l≤n+L |x n+m , x n+m−1 ) ·
In+m


=

p(x n+m |x n+m−1 )dxn+m
p({Il }n+m<l≤n+L |x n+m ) ·

In+m

p Z (x n+m − ρx n+m−1 )dxn+m .

(25)

Taking (25) into (24) gives
p({Il }n+m−1<l≤n+L |x n+m−1 )

p({Il }n+m<l≤n+L |x n+m ) ·
=
In+m

p Z (x n+m − ρx n+m−1 )d x n+m

(26)

which completes the proof.
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